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Soaked Eucharist Grows
‘Heart Tissue’
Roman Catholic wafer worship took a
bizarre turn in Poland recently. In 2008, a
consecrated Eucharist (communion wafer)
was accidentally dropped on the floor during a Mass. After the wheat wafer is prayed
over (consecrated) by an ordained priest,
it is believed to be changed into the actual
“body, blood, soul, and divinity” of Jesus.
So when this wafer fell, it was a serious
See Eucharist Troubles... page 2

Many Roman Churches provide
round-the-clock “adoration” of their
wafer-god, displayed in this sunburst
“monstrance.” The wheat wafer,
“consecrated” by an ordained priest
becomes the “real presence,” the
actual “body, blood, soul and divinity”
of Jesus. This requires the same leap of the imagination necessary to believe
that a carved idol can somehow answer prayer.

Sikh Mission
Field —Down
My Street?
I first started giving out Chick publications tracts when I was 17 years old. I am
50 now.
Just a week ago we had a Sikh religion
parade in our neighborhood with approximately 25,000-30,000 Sikhs walking and
watching the parade. When I was notified
that the parade was coming down my
residential street I was at first angry that
thousands of people would cause a safety
hazard and the fact that a false religion
with a false god was being celebrated
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“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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Muddled Bibles Make
Shallow Christians
By David W. Daniels
Christian pollster, George Barna, lists
several reasons why young Christians
leave the church. They claim it is “overprotective,” “antagonistic to science,”
“simplistic” and “judgmental” on sexuality, “too intolerant of other religions,” and
“unfriendly to doubters.”
Barna calls this “shallow” Christianity. Others call it “the new normal.” The
“seeker friendly,” “emergent” churches
today have largely failed to emphasize
the need for total personal commitment to
Christ or lay a solid biblical foundation in
the lives of these young people.
Barna’s “reasons” suggest that they may
be simply looking for a church to suit their
sin. Such a church will always promote a
Bible changed by man that downplays their
sin. How can the life they are building be
strong if they don’t lay the right foundation
(Heb. 6:1-2; 1 Cor. 3:11-15)?
But the Bible is not like any other book.
It’s the only place we can find the exact
words of God! I don’t want people to
take out God’s words and insert their own
opinions. I want to wrestle with what God
actually said, aided by the Holy Ghost, as
I seek the Lord (Prov. 28:5). And I never
want a Bible so vague that it will let me

read my own beliefs
into the wording.
In the last 30+ years
of studying Bible and
linguistics, I’ve seen
#1271 - $12.95
people justify their
254 pages
own ideas by saying,
paperback
“The Hebrew really
means…” or “The Greek might say,” when
it says no such thing. They’re just pretending there’s some secret nugget you have to
find in the Greek or Hebrew, or the Bible
won’t be clear to you.
But I’ve got good news. If you get God’s
words accurately translated, with formal
equivalence (what God said, not what
men think He meant), you’ll understand
the holy text better than all these so-called
scholars combined. Let’s face it: reading
multiple commentaries and quoting other
versions simply muddle the message.
Anyone who depends on that for his or
her spiritual life will come up just as shallow as the young people Barna described.
Fifty-plus men spent seven years carefully compiling, translating and checking
the King James Bible. The king had them
picked from among the world’s leading
authorities in both the Bible and its lanSee Shallow Christians... page 11

Eucharist Troubles...
From page 1
event. There “Jesus” was, lying helpless
on the floor. Obviously, one cannot just
pick him up and go on by inserting him
into someone’s mouth. That would be
unsanitary. On the other hand, this was
“God” there on the floor.
Official procedure varies about what
to do next. Some suggest that a priest
should, indeed, pick him up and eat him.
Another approach is to pick him up and
save him somewhere until after Mass and
then wash him down a special sink that
drains directly into the ground instead of
the common sewer.

However, if a
crumb (or several) is
visible on the floor
after retrieving it, a
linen cloth is to be
placed over the spot
and then the place
#160 - $11.95
is to be washed after
222 pages
Mass. In the case
paperback
in Poland, another
procedure was followed. The wafer was
placed in water to dissolve it. However, a
See Eucharist Troubles... page 10
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Reach them while they’re most receptive
Often, hearts are softer
and more open to the
gospel during this time
of year, when the world
is celebrating the birth of
Christ, making it a great time
to give people Chick tracts.

Need some tract usage ideas? Here you go…

Give Chick tracts to:

Leave Chick tracts:

• Store sales clerks
• Carolers
• Store Santas and his helpers
• Those who attend plays or
musicals at your church.
• Co-workers
• Shoppers waiting in line.
• School teachers
• Waitresses (with a good tip)
• Restaurant busboys, cashiers, etc.
• Grocery store workers
• Own a business? Slip one in each
customer’s bag as they check out.

• On ATM machines
• On dressing room benches
• At pay phones
• Restaurant waiting areas
• In restrooms
• On coffee shop seats
• On bus stop benches
• Airport waiting areas
• Bank drive-thru canisters
• Car windshield wipers
• In gift packages for
needy children
• In gift baskets for the poor
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Why Care About the Jesuits?
With today’s focus on Islam, the
attention is off the maneuverings of the
Pope. Yet, behind the scenes, the Jesuit
order has not slackened its pace. A new
Crusaders Comic by Chick Publications
reminds us that this powerful servant of the
Whore of Babylon is still quietly placing
members in the world’s power centers.
Since Loyola established the Jesuit
Order, it has been the most powerful
instrument of the Vatican in world affairs.
Notice how often prominent leaders rise
to power after attending Jesuit universities
such as Georgetown and University of
San Francisco.
One little-known fact is that few Jesuits
actually become priests. Jesuit universities
claim millions of graduates, yet only about
two percent of them ever wear a priestly
robe. Instead, many go on to positions in
the political and business world where
they quietly influence key legislation or
policy decisions. Pope Benedict XVI’s
decisions about evolution were fronted by
a Jesuit. President Clinton openly touted
being surrounded by, and even preferring,
Jesuits in a speech he made at Georgetown
University.
When Governor Paterson of New
York was under the cloud of scandal, it
was his Jesuit assistant who rose to take

control. The present
Governor
Jerry
Brown of California
trained for at least
a while to be a
Jesuit priest. At one
of President G. W.
Bush’s high level
meetings, someone
remarked that only
Bush and one other
#120 - $2.25
in the room were
32 pages
not Roman Catholic.
comic book
The present U.S.
Supreme Court contains six Roman
Catholic and three Jewish justices.
Jesuit university web sites claim that
their graduates are involved in world
affairs at every level. Based on history,
there is no reason to disagree with them.
For centuries, in dozens of countries, Jesuit
“missionaries” succeeded in worming their
way into high government levels. But
when it was discovered that their goal was
to bring the country under the control of
the pope, they were summarily expelled.
Posing as Christians, early Jesuit
missionaries brought their false gospel to
China, Japan and other countries in the
See Jesuits... page 8

Tract Tip: Heard at a Restaurant
“Do you have a new one? I like these.
We all read them!” Our server’s smile was
genuine, not just to get
a good tip. It was our
favorite restaurant and
it was obvious we were
favorite customers.
Bible believers should
be in that class. What
did Jesus say would be
the distinctive mark of
one of His disciples? It
is that “ye have love one to another.” (See
John 13:35.) When you leave a good tip
and a tract at a restaurant, you don’t just
reach one person; it will be shared with
the entire staff. Restaurant staffs are usually

close-knit groups, working together in
admirable harmony to make your dining
experience
superior
to that of the very stiff
competition. Whenever
a tract is dropped into
that environment, it
usually gets circulated
until everyone gets
the message. Servers
in general are to be
admired for their ability
to stay warm and friendly in the face of
sometimes cold and demanding customers.
When a believer shows some interest in
See Tract Tip... page 14
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NEW
Full Color
Comic Book
#120 - 32 pages
$2.25

Also available in
Spanish - #320

Who are the Jesuits? They are all around us, yet often invisible.
This new full-color comic book is not part of the personal testimony of
former Jesuit Alberto Rivera, but rather a carefully-researched history
of the infamous Jesuit order.

Learn the answers to these questions:
• If only 2% of Jesuits become
actual priests, where are the
“invisible” 98%?

• How do the Jesuits get
control of the rich and
powerful?

• Why have the Jesuits been
(temporarily) thrown out of
over 50 countries?

• Why is the Jesuit general
called the “Black Pope?”
• What is their single
purpose?

This comic book goes beyond exposing this secret society.
It ends with a no-compromise Gospel message.
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Creation or Evolution?
Evidence from Design
as you can. Unless
at some point you
We generally recognize something that admit some kind of
has been designed by a smart designer intelligent
design
when we see it. A car, for example, does and creation, you are
not have to be a factory-fresh Ferrari for stuck with the idea
#123 - $9.95
you to recognize that it was designed. that the first living
158 pages
paperback
You will even recognize an old wrecked thing,
bacterium
Ford abandoned at the side of the road as or whatever, was
something that was designed and built. not formed by God, but by the random
Even if it’s rusty!
movements of atoms and molecules. They
If, one night, someone should drive up would have to have come together by
with his pickup and steal the
accident and made a living
motor, the transmission and all
thing already perfect enough to
the tires of the wrecked Ford,
be able to function.
you still recognize what’s left
Back when evolutionists
as having been designed. Some
were deciding that we came
things can form by accident
from bacteria, they thought
and others can’t!
bacteria were simple. “They
Think of ants for a moment.
were small weren’t they?”
Ants go far, far back in the
Examining them under the
#1016 - .49 cents
evolutionist’s dating system,
microscopes of those days,
24 pages
but those who see their fossils
they were little blobs moving
Mini-book
know that those ancient ants
aimlessly around in stagnant
were really ants because they look like water. Placing them under today’s powerful
ants.
microscopes exposes the fact that the
Now let’s jump from ants to bacteria. claim that bacteria are simple came from
When we try to think of a living thing a previous generation’s ignorance. They
that is very small and simple, bacteria are far too complex to have popped up
come to mind because atheists often without a very intelligent creator.
suggest that other living things evolved
Open your eyes! The DNA in bacteria
from bacteria. Where did bacteria come comes already programmed to reproduce
from? My answer is that God created other bacteria. Why would an accident
living things and bacteria were among the have gone to the extra work of producing
things He created. The bacteria that could reproduce? That ability
evolutionist is caught requires additional complex equipment.
between a rock and a
Push an evolutionist back far enough and
hard place when he he must either admit that he is stumped, or
tries to account for back into some sort of creationist position.
bacteria or anything There is no decent atheistic answer to the
else that he might question: “What did the first living things
want to claim came evolve from?”
first.
I am sure some of you, my friends, will
I call now on show this to your favorite atheists. If you
my friends who are are one of the lucky atheists who receive it,
#1250 - $6.95
evolutionists! Trace
96 pages
paperback
or imagine life’s
See Creation... page 10
genealogy back as far
By Thomas Heinze
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Mission Field...
From page 1
in my neighborhood. I took
my anger and frustration to
prayer and asked our Lord
and Saviour, Jesus Christ, to
help me be a good ambassador for Him. My thoughts
soon turned to, “Okay God,
how can I reach out to these
lost souls and let them know
You are the only true God and
show them that You died on
the cross for them also?”
The next thought in my mind was, “I
can reach out to these lost souls by giving
them a tract in the Hindi language, telling
them about the real God, Jesus Christ.” I
ordered the only tract that Chick Publications had in the Hindi language: This Was
Your Life.
On the morning of the parade I was up
and out the door at 6:30 am walking the
route of the parade that did not start until
10. I and my German shepherd, Gabriel,
had a great walk on that sunny Sunday
morning.
As we were walking the parade route
I was leaving all 50 of the tracts in locations where a person would see them and
be tempted to pick up the little tract in
their language. I taped the tracts to the
bottom of street signs, stop signs, fire
hydrants, retaining walls, fences and on
posts at intersection crossings.
I then prayed that the Holy Spirit would
draw people to pick up the tracts and
would work in their hearts, minds and
souls as they read the tracts.

Before Gabriel and I were home, I
noticed an elderly Sikh couple out for
an early morning walk. As the couple
stopped at the intersection, the elderly
woman saw the tract and picked it up. I
watched from a distance as I saw her start
to read the tract. Soon her husband was
also reading the tract.
They then continued on their walk taking the tract with them. As I watched, my
heart was flooded with love and joy for
this couple. I knew the Holy Spirit would
be witnessing to their hearts that day.
When Gabriel and I got home, I decided
that next year we would do the exact same
thing, but with way more than just 50
tracts. So if you ask me, “Should we still
give out tracts?” My answer is definitely
YES! Sometimes God does not send us
out to the mission field, but instead brings
the mission field to our homes. If you win
one soul for Jesus, the effort is worth it.
I will not know the full results of my
effort that Sunday morning until I am in
heaven with Jesus, but in the meantime I
am going to be giving out more and more
tracts and praying for God’s
miracles to work in people’s
lives who read them.
Thank you for the tracts
from Chick Publications and
thank you to all those that
work at Chick Publications
for reaching out to the World
with Jesus’ Love. God Bless
all of You.
— Dale Cresswell
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Jesuits...
From page 4
orient. When their political machinations
were discovered, they were sent packing.
However, now all “Christians” are lumped
together in the oriental mind, making it
very difficult for true Bible believers to
enter with the truth.
The pervasiveness of the Jesuit influence
is largely responsible for the change in
attitude of Protestants toward the Pope.
The leaders of the reformation accurately
targeted the pope as the anti-Christ, and
the Vatican as the prostitute church of
Revelation 17 and 18.
When Rome failed to stamp out the
Reformation by burning its leaders at the
stake, she switched tactics. And the new
strategy, ecumenism, has worked wonders.
Few Protestants, even evangelicals, are
willing to call Catholicism a cult. With
Jesuit help, she has succeeded in positioning
herself as “just another denomination with
a different worship tradition.” Never mind

that she preaches
“another
gospel,”
worships a wafer god,
and prays to a goddess
instead of Jesus.
This latest Crusaders
Comic, called simply
Jesuits,
joins
a
full array of Chick
publications detailing
#191 - $10.95
this deceptive new
208 pages
strategy by the pope
paperback
and his highly effective
troopers. The Secret History of the Jesuits,
by Edmond Paris gives hundreds of
examples of Jesuit intrigue in history up
through World War II. The Alberto Rivera
series of Crusaders Comics describes the
global tentacles of the pope’s reach.
All this background information is
important for the soul winner who has the
opportunity to lead a deceived soul out of
this bondage to pagan rituals. Rather than
accepting them as brothers and sisters in
Christ, we must warn them of God’s wrath
to come on this false “church.”

Many Christians want to provide
Chick tracts to missionaries.

We can help!

We maintain an account
called the Chick Mission
Fund.

Just during recent
months, shipments
have been sent to:

Although we are not legally
structured as a non-profit,
and therefore cannot give
tax-deductible receipts, we
definitely know how to get
literature into missionaries’
hands. They often write to
us asking if anyone can help
them get Chick tracts.

Spain
China
Italy
Paraguay
Germany
Mexico

100% of the funds you
send to this account are
used to ship literature to
missionaries.

Will you help?

Ukraine
Poland
Cameroon
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Does your church use the NIV?
Look what’s been removed!
If The Foundations Be Destroyed
Pastor Chick Salliby shows what the
NIV has against Jesus. He shows 155
deletions and changes affecting
doctrines like Christ’s Deity, Sonship,
eternal existence, virgin birth, plus more!
#132 98 page, paperback - $5.95

Look What’s Missing
Modern Bible versions remove words,
verses, and entire passages. As a result,
key Bible doctrines are either changed
or removed. One change makes Jesus a
liar. Another removes a critical doctrine.
David Daniels culled through over 40 of
the most popular Bible versions including
the NIV, and presents the results here. You
might be shocked at what’s missing from
your Bible.
#1271 256 pages, paperback - $12.95
For ebook, visit: www.chick.com/ebooks
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Eucharist Troubles...
From page 2
few days later, it was still somewhat intact
and a red spot had appeared on it. This
caused a stir among the faithful, and two
doctors were asked to examine the spot.
Low and behold, they claimed their tests
indicated heart muscle tissue! Since the
wafer had been made into “Jesus,” then
the tissue must be Jesus’ own heart.
This “miracle” required a special celebration. The Associated Press reported
that: “The dark-spotted wafer was carried
aloft in a reliquary by a golden-robed priest
in a procession and was put on display in
the town’s church of
St. Anthony as about
1,000 faithful looked
on, according to a
report and footage
carried by the TV
station TVN.” Subsequent Masses were
held to further honor
the miracle.
#185 - $13.95
This modern news
330 pages
item refutes the claim
paperback
that Roman Catholicism has renounced its idolatry and now
should be welcomed into the fellowship
of believers.
Converted Priest, Charles Chiniquy, in
his book, 50 Years in the “Church” of
Rome, describes how other types of mishaps with this wafer-god led to great consternation by the “faithful.”
Once, when a fellow priest was carrying a consecrated wafer in its special

container to deliver it
to an ill parishioner,
he got in a fight during
a snow storm with a
protestant who refused
to drive his horses into
the ditch and allow
the priest carrying the
“good god” to pass. #180 - $14.95
The wafer in its con368 pages
paperback
tainer ended up in a
snow drift and was not
found until the spring thaw. In fact, it was
never found, since it had melted away
inside the box.
Another time, a misplaced wafer box
was found by a curious child who opened
it, dropping the wafer into a chamber pot.
Chiniquy’s description of the agony of guilt
of the child’s family is heart wrenching.
Rome’s perversion of the last supper
ordinance illustrates why the Reformers
called Roman Catholics “idol worshippers.” The unbiblical practice of claiming
the consecrated wafer to be Jesus Himself
and then eating him as a “re-sacrifice” for
sin, is pagan idolatry at its finest.
Chiniquy provides one of the most
convincing contrasts between Rome’s
unscriptural traditions of men and the
pure, biblical, commandments. (See Matt.
15:3.) Chiniquy’s journey from a faithful,
but deceived, Vatican priest, to glorious
freedom in Christ is a powerful story highly useful in helping other Roman Catholics
escape from bondage to the pope.

Creation...

“Life always comes from life!” Living
things are so awesomely complex that
only God could have created them. The
reason atheists who believe in evolution
won’t recognize this is that they still have
faith in stupid old myths and legends about
“simple cells” that were debunked years
ago. The evidence shouts: “Even bacteria
were created by an intelligent Creator!”
Tom Heinze
heinze@hevanet.com

From page 6
please tell me how an accidentally formed
first living thing within its short lifetime
could have developed the equipment and
ability to reproduce.
The fact that there is no reasonable
atheistic answer is so completely true
that it has become a law of science.
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Shallow Christians...
From page 2
guages. Some were fluent in as many as a
dozen languages. Each verse was reviewed
14 times by all these men before it was
cleared to print.
On top of that, every expert in the land
was openly invited to view the process
and contribute his understanding. It was
an unprecedented event in human history.
And God Himself put his seal of approval
on the KJV by using it as the foundational
truth for 400 years of revivals and missionary movements that produced the most
free and prosperous nations the world has
ever seen.
There are only about 600 words in the
KJV that are not familiar to the average,
literate English speaker. Which is easier:
to learn the meaning of a few words at a
time as you read, believe and put into practice what God said? Or would you rather
spend years muddling around in Greek
and Hebrew, wasting precious time, when

we should be laying
a solid foundation of
truth in the lives of
the next generation?
That’s exactly what
Peter was referring to
in 2 Peter 3:16: unstable people wresting
the scriptures “unto #1252 - $9.95
their own destruction.”
160 pages
The church’s failure
paperback
to preach and teach
this “sure Word” has created a generation
of “shallow” young Christians unable to
resist the powerful, sweet, lies Satan feeds
them at every turn.
For more information see Did the
Catholic Church Give Us the Bible?,
Answers to Your Bible Version Questions,
and Look What’s Missing, all available
from Chick Publications, 909-987-0771 or
www.chick.com.

42c

how you used the 10 commandments
to show them what sin is. Often in
the modern gospel tracts sin is just
vaguely mentioned, with no reference
to its definition. Thanks for using the
law to bring the knowledge of sin! God
D.C.E., Facebook Post
My mom lled
M
d me to Ch
Christ
i when
h I was Bless you!
six. We could not find a good BibleJust want you to know about
believing church in our area. For
27 years ago I wanted to take
several years, God used Chick
my life. I read a tract that
tracts almost exclusively
was given to my now
to disciple me and give
ex-husband and gave
me a foundation in the
my life to Jesus Christ.
scriptures. Thank God!
N. G., NM
C.S.B., Facebook Post

AIL
CHICK MB
AG

Chick tracts and books
I’ve been reading Chick
(Alberto-Catholicism, etc)
Publications since my
changed my life and my
teens, and now that I am 32.
family’s life. I read these back
I still turn to these wonderful
readings for reference and testimony. in 1975 and I came out from the Catholic
Church. I was an altar boy and graduated
Awesome stuff!
M.Y.M., Facebook Post from a Catholic School in Massachusetts.
The Holy Spirit showed me the truth.
I recently ordered the new tract,
You Have A Date. It is awesome!!! I love

See Chick Mail Bag... page 14
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New Spanish Bible Based on
Trustworthy Texts
Another aspect of “the mission Humberto Gomez.
field coming to us,” is the burgeoning He had become
Spanish-speaking population in the aware of some of
U.S. Nationwide, 50 million residents the deficiencies in
are classified by the Census Bureau as the popular ReinaHispanic. This is a larger mission field Valera Bibles when
than many foreign countries. Few soul a friend showed
winners go out with tracts in their pocket him how important
without including some Spanish language words and meanings
#1271 - $12.95
256 pages
tracts.
were
changed
paperback
But once you lead someone to the Lord from historically
with a Spanish tract, which Bible do you approved Bibles, including the original
give them? For years, Chick Publications Valera Bible. Curious, he began compiling
shared this quandary in deciding
a list of these changes. As his
which Spanish Bible to quote in
list grew, he invited fellow
Spanish translations of the tracts.
missionaries and pastors to
This issue grew as we became
assist in his research. Using
more aware of the problems
the internet, they began to
with the modern English Bibles.
share their findings and glean
When we began to find scores
input from a wider and wider
of changed words, as well as
circle of associates. Eventually,
phrases and whole verses missing
well-known linguists and Bible
from many Bibles, we came to
scholars began joining the
#1275 - $12.95
realize that the only complete
project. They decided not to
239 pages
Word of God in English was the
try to produce a completely
paperback
one from the Textus Receptus
new version, but to use the
stream of manuscripts, the King James 1909 Antigua Reina-Valera as their base
Version.*
text for correction.
As we shared our concern that the
Finally, in 2004, they put together a
newest Spanish Bibles were following working copy, called it the Reina-Valera
the Alexandrian stream of polluted Gomez, and published it, inviting further
manuscripts and modern reviews and/or criticisms. Of course,
re-interpretations of criticisms were loud and sometimes unkind
scripture, some Latin but Gomez carefully considered each one,
American missionaries sorting out the legitimate concerns from
suggested we look at the carping.
a new version in the
For another five years, he and his internet
works that promised team across 13 countries continued to
to return to the Textus refine the text, not only for accuracy, but
Receptus base and the carefully preserving the unique beauty of
historical meanings of the Spanish language.
words. We discovered
Not until 2010 did they feel that they
#1252 - $9.95
that the project was could release a final text for regular
160 pages
being
coordinated publication. The result is the RVG
paperback
by a Mexican pastor 2010, printed and distributed by several
and church planter, publishers. Chick Publications chose to
*See Did the Catholic Church Give us
the Bible? and Look What’s Missing.

See Spanish Bible... page 14
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#1275, 239 pages, $12.95

Does your church have a Spanish ministry?
If so, they probably buy Spanish Bibles to give to new converts. Many
Christians are unaware that the RV 1960 Bible contains many modernistic,
critical readings that actually change doctrine! Debate is heating up as
more Christians become aware of shortcomings in their Spanish Bibles.
This book gives the history of the Spanish Bible and explains the simple
reasons why the RVG 2010 is the only Bible you can trust.

This book contains:
• A 30-page chart comparing the RVG 2010
to other Spanish Bibles.
• The 8 reasons why the president of a Bible
society recommends the RVG 2010.

A Spanish Bible
based 100% on the
Textus Receptus.

• The history of the ten-year effort behind
this revision of the beloved RV 1909.
• Why this is NOT a translation of the KJV.
• The background and testimony of the revisor
heading up the project, Humberto Gómez.
• Reasons why so many Spanish pastors and
missionaries trust the RVG 2010.
#262 $11.95
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From page 11
At first, my wife and family thought
I flipped out. My wife divorced me and
had the courts to bring my children
to the Catholic Church to my wife on
Sunday. I was devastated to say the
least. But Jesus told me to hold fast, and
then He brought my wife and children
and relatives to the saving knowledge
of Jesus Christ. (John 14:6) We give
out chick tracts and literature to many
souls. Thanks for being faithful to your
calling. I have been passing out these
tracts for over 35 years.
E. G., Ocala, FL

trying to reach his dad with the gospel.
His dad is a truck driver and somebody
handed his dad the tract The Sissy and
his dad got saved!
I am a school teacher and back in 1983
I used to have Chick tracts in my desk.
One of my students specifically had been
reading the tracts and soon died. The
student’s mom thanked me so much for
the tracts and said that her son accepted
Jesus Christ before he died. J. R., NM

...
nversation
Join the co
ons”
k Publicati
find “Chic
ok
on Facebo

Be the first to see new Chick tracts!

Join our email list to read new tracts
online at least a full week before samples
G. T., from FL called to say that he begin arriving in the mail.
is a children’s pastor and he has been
Go to http://www.chick.com/email

Tract Tip...
From page 4
them by learning their name and treating
them with caring courtesy, it is refreshing
in their day that is sometimes punctuated
with rudeness and disdain.
Many times you will find that the
source of their smile goes beyond the
desire for a good tip, but is backed up with
their own faith in Christ and the resultant
“joy of the Lord.” If this is the case, they

Spanish Bible...
From page 12
print a paperback edition, distributing it
along with hardback and leather-bound
editions. As with any new version of the
Bible, there is much discussion, pro and
con. But a flood of corrupt Spanish Bibles
have been released. And, just as many are
beginning to see the deficiencies of the
modern English Bibles, so in the Spanish

will especially appreciate the moment of
fellowship, and, if they are dedicated soul
winners, will see the tract as a valuable
tool to strengthen their witness to their
fellow servers.
If we really care about everyone, we
will not overlook this special opportunity
to reach a whole group of people with
a single tract. However, if it is not
accompanied with a generous tip, the
message of the tract will be dampened by
our uncharitable attitude.
Christian world, there is a growing
appreciation for a Bible that is fully
trustworthy to the best original texts, the
Textus Receptus stream of manuscripts,
and the correct, historical meanings of
those words.
Dr. Gomez is to be commended for
patiently enduring the darts of criticism
and persevering in giving to the Spanishspeaking world a complete Bible that can
be fully trusted to be the faithful Words
of God.
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A M ESSAGE

FROM

J ACK C HICK ...

Dear ones in Christ,
My spirit is concerned about the black children of Africa who have
lost their parents to AIDS. My dear friends, Bill Eubanks and his wife
Janet, have been reaching thousands in Zimbabwe with our black
character tracts made by Fred Carter. He is a black pastor who created
about 95 percent of the art used in our film, Light of the World. Fred is
so humble as a pastor that some of his congregation tell me he’s more
like Jesus than anyone they know. We are in the process of converting
15 of our tracts to black art characters. Several are already done. Your
Big Moment, is a This Was Your Life redrawn for black ladies and is
now available. Fred is working on the others.
Here is a tip on passing out black art tracts. Tell people that a black
brother made them. That seems to help get them accepted. His art is
beautiful. In Africa, these tracts are like $20 bills. When someone
begins to pass out the tracts on the streets, they are quickly swamped
with reaching hands.
Pray for Bill and Janet. In Zimbabwe, they pass out tracts while
speaking in schools and prisons. They show the Light of the World
video every night in villages. Hundreds commit their lives to Christ
and are guided to local churches. This year, they were not allowed
into the country because of elections. Next year, they plan two trips.
200,000 tracts were sent in this year and are waiting.
Another dear friend, Tim Berends, passes out 300 tracts a day. He
went into a very tough neighborhood in St. Louis wearing his “I-LoveMuslims” T-shirt. Many there were Black Muslims. Every single
person took a tract. When we are out witnessing, we should always
carry Spanish language and black character tracts. Our job is to reach
every precious soul.
Yours for the lost,

P.S. We maintain a Mission’s Fund to supply tracts to missionaries as
money is available. If you wish to help extend the reach of these frontline soldiers, you may designate your gift to the Chick Mission’s Fund.
Although we cannot provide a tax-deductible receipt, 100 percent of all
donations go to supply tracts to missionaries.
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THE POPE MUST BE PLEASED THAT HE NOW HAS 6 U.S. SUPREME
COURT JUSTICES OUT OF 9 THAT OWE ALLEGIANCE TO HIM!
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NO MORE STAMPING YOUR CHICK TRACTS
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Your back cover will be in two colors, black
plus the second color of the tract you choose.
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If you order 10,000 copies of one Chick
tract title, we will print your message
on the back cover for FREE. Enjoy the
professional look of customized Chick
tracts, and get all 10,000 for HALF
PRICE, only $800.00 USD*
Just e-mail us what you’d like on your
back cover. We’ll create a layout to show
you how your back cover will look. Once
you approve it, you will receive your
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